A Journey in Wales in the Footsteps of Geraldis Cambrensis – Gerald of Wales
The year is 1188, Jerusalem has fallen again, this time to Saladin; “God, in his judgement, which is
never unjust but sometimes difficult to understand, permitted Saladin, the leader of the Egyptians
and of the men of Damascus, to win victory in pitched battle and so to seize the kingdom of
Jerusalem”.
And so it was that Geraldis Cambrensis and Baldwin, the Archbishop of Canterbury set off from
Hereford on a journey around Wales, recruiting for the third crusade. As they travelled the
spectacular landscape they would stop to preach and encourage others to take the cross, sleep in
magnificent castles and learn of great miracles from the locals.
Geraldis (Gerald) tells us he was a “very tall man, in his 30’s, strikingly handsome, bustling, energetic,
absolutely fearless and a magnificent horseman”. He would write the account of the journey in his
classic tomes – Journey through Wales and the Description of Wales.
Fast forward 827 years and five individuals, each in their 30’s (give or take a year or two), all very tall
(give or take an inch or two), all strikingly handsome, bustling, energetic, absolutely fearless and
magnificent cyclists, would recreate the first stage of this epic journey.
And so it was that we convened at Hereford Cathedral at 9.30 on a Saturday morning to embark on
our journey, one not of recruitment but of history and exploration, to verify the miracles that Gerald
described and to relish in the fabulous and satisfyingly undulating landscape that is the Welsh
Marches and Powys.
As the peripatetics of Aristotle’s day would stroll around the Lyceum in Athens discussing
philosophy, so we, velopatetics of the 21st century, would contemplate history and the ecclesiastical
adventures of Gerald and the Archbishop from the comfort of our bicycle saddles.
Hereford Cathedral is magnificent, it is home to the tomb of Richard of Pembridge (b 1338) and his
rather troublesome leg, or rather that of the effigy, which has been replaced on at least two
occasions. We would be cycling past Pembridge later in the day. The Cathedral is also home of
course to the Mappa Mundi but we chose instead to avail ourselves of the Ordinance Survey
Explorer series instead.
Close by was parked our heroic support vehicle, ready and waiting to convey our surplus provisions
and to be on hand whenever refreshment or technical support was required, admirably manned by
Ellie, Martine and Pete.
Leaving the bustle of Saturday morning Hereford behind us we were soon trundling along the
Tillington Road towards Woebley enjoying the scenery; wild flowers on the verges, fields of rape,

woodland and even the occasional sound of leather on willow as we passed village cricket fields,
which promptly instigated debate over the selection for the Clifton Antiquarian Club Chairman’s XI.
Arriving into Woebley our first stop was the wonderful Green Bean café. We were welcomed with
delicious tea, coffee and the first cake of the adventure whilst our waitress’s grandmother kindly
kept an eye on our trusty velocipedes. We are assured that nobody would mess with her. We also
met up with Ellie, Pete and Martine, enjoying the excursion from the comfort of our support vehicle.
Refreshed, we headed to our first historic site: Woebley Castle. The first of many motte and bailey
castles we would encounter over the weekend, it commanded a fine position looking down to the
valley. King John took the lands of the castle from the De Lacy family and placed it under the
command of William de Braose. His name would crop up throughout the weekend.

The team at Woebley Castle

From Woebley, we headed for lunch at Kington taking a bit of a detour to the picturesque church of
St. Silas at Bollingbrook. Set in a suspiciously circular church yard adorned with flora, but
interestingly no graves, this was an idyllic spot for a short rest and the partaking of jelly babies.

Heading out of Woebley

Next stop was the historic market town of Kington and lunch in the Regency café who serve the best
value all day breakfast in the world. Unfortunately we had not accounted for the local Saturday
early closing and our visit to the museum and Castle Hill books were rather scuppered, but no
matter, we had an exciting afternoon of real history and more hills to cycle.
We cruised alongside Hergest Ridge, humming the far from catchy tune of Mike Oldfield before
heading up to Old Radnor and St. Stephen’s Church. Gerald and the Archbishop held their first
sermon here and although the precise spot of this great event is lost to us, it seemed to us that the
standing stone in the churchyard would be a good spot. In 1188, Gerald was the first to fling himself
at the Archbishop’s feet and take the cross. In 2015 we chose to stand politely by the monument
whilst the paparazzi from the support vehicle took photographs, adjusting their shutter speeds to
accommodate our cycling attire.

Features of the amazing St. Stephen’s Church

The interior of St. Stephen’s is astonishing, the intricate carving of what is generally regarded as the
finest rood screen in Wales, the oldest organ case in the British Isles, the medieval floor tiles, the
incredible stained glass window dedicated to St. Katherine, the ludicrous stone font thought to date
to the 8th century, all make this a rather splendid place. Back outside we spotted an intriguing
circular ditch opposite the church. A local person referred to this as a moated house and The Clwyd
Powys Archaeological Trust cite references to it being a moated parsonage or nunnery.

..and a standing stone in the churchyard

St Stephen’s Church, Old Radnor

Heading away from the church, we dropped down into the Walton Basin, a magnificent prehistoric
landscape and our first stop was the “four stones”. A trace of a mound suggested that this might be
the remains of a chambered tomb.

Some prehistory at last! Four Stones

The team, in their judgement, which was never unjust but sometimes difficult to understand, chose
to forgo visiting a single standing stone in the middle of a field up the hill and instead opted to head
straight to New Radnor on the other side of the Walton Basin. Along the way we paused at the top
of the ridge, looking down onto this ancient landscape and contemplated many things –
phenomenology, deforestation, occularcentricity, the role of the church in English social history, how
tasty would the beer be at our accommodation? An exhilarating descent brought us to Mutton
Dingle and our next site – Cruker Castle.

Walton Basin, a newly discovered Neolithic landscape

We know that Gerald and the Archbishop spent the night at Cruker Castle and they learnt of an
incident involving the castellan of the castle in the early 12th century. The Castellan spent the night
with his dogs at the nearby Church of St. Afan – Llanafan. When he awoke in the morning, he was
rather perturbed to find that his dogs had turned mad and he had gone blind. His days followed in
“tedium and darkness” and he decided that, in order that his spiritual light would not be
extinguished as had his eyesight, he would have himself led all the way to Jerusalem. On arrival in
the Levant he was prepared for battle by his friends, put on a horse and sent charging into the
melee. Where he was immediately killed, but he died with great honour!

A reading of Gerald at Cruker Castle

The castle is big, much bigger than your standard motte and bailey castle and the summit affords
stunning views over the Walton Basin and the village of New Radnor . And in the distance we could
make out “The Smatcher”. The Smatcher is a hill. Quite a steep one. A hill that lay between our
intrepid velopatetic heroes and our next destination. A hill that would have to be conquered.
The challenge was simple, cycle (or walk if necessary) up The Smatcher without falling off/over.
There was but a single casualty, no names mentioned of course although one might expect a captain
of our national flagship airline to have a little more control over his vehicle!

Donovan over the top of “The Smatcher”

From the Smatcher, we navigated narrow country lanes for a while before the long and exhilarating
descent into Clyro and across the river Wye to our accommodation for the night – The Old Black
Lion. Having parked all our bicycles in an impossibly small shed it was here that a most astonishing
miracle occurred. Upon entering the bar, five pints of finest Wye Brewery Black Lion Ale appeared in
front of us, a gift, no doubt, from Gerald himself. This happened on several occasions during the
evening.

A well-deserved and very tasty evening meal

We enjoyed a fantastic meal from our hosts and an equally excellent breakfast the next morning,
where we reconvened and headed to Hay Castle. It was here that Gerald and the Archbishop
preached and recruited many for the great journey; “….we saw a great number of men who wanted
to take the Cross come running towards the castle where the Archbishop was, leaving their cloaks
behind in the hands of the wives and friends who had tried to hold them back”.
We set off, clothing intact.

Refreshed and ready for day 2

Our next stop was the site of yet another miracle – Langorse Lake. We exercised caution as we
approached this psychedelic technicolour lake. Gerald had warned us that it had been known to turn
bright green, or red in times of trouble. As we gazed down from the ridge above the lake all looked
safe, the lake a sullen grey reflecting the clouds above. Ten miles into our journey it was the perfect
stop and our support vehicle produced tea, coffee, Jaffa cakes and some curious biscuits that bore
an uncanny resemblance to Marathon bars.

The support vehicle

Refuelled we hit the road once again, up the meandering country lanes to Llanddew, a place Gerald
would have known well. As Archdeacon of Brecon, he occupied the archbishop’s palace at Llanddew
between 1175 and 1203 and is known to have loved the place.
Along the way, another miracle – a thorn found its way into one of our tyres. Just as we pulled over
to fix the ensuing puncture the support vehicle appeared from nowhere, replete with track pump
thus saving us the efforts in trying to operate one of those fiddly gas canisters to inflate the new
inner tube. Our journey to Llanddew continued.
We loved Llanddew. All that is left of the palace is the Bishops Well, a spot where Gerald was known
to have spent time pondering eternity. We pondered eternity too, but not for long. The church of St.
David’s opposite is intriguing, the oldest church in Brecknockshire with its subtly wonky (we really
struggled to find a technical architectural term for this) nave. It is said that St Eluned sought
sanctuary from an over enthusiastic suitor in a church on this site around 500 AD. However, she was
captured and her head chopped off, whence it rolled down the hill and came to a rest nearby, where
up sprang a holy well – The Bishops Well perhaps.

Contemplating eternity by the Bishop’s Well at Llanddew

And on that happy note, it was time for the brief descent into Brecon and lunch. It was at Brecon
Castle that Gerald presented the Archbishop with a copy of his other famous tome – The
Topography of Ireland. We were presented with some delicious sandwiches, more Jaffa Cakes and
imposter Marathon bars courtesy of the support team.
From Brecon, our journey continued turning into the countryside at St. David’s Church. Gerald tells
us a tale of a boy who tried to steal young pigeons from a nest in the church. In doing so, his hand
was stuck fast to a stone he was leaning against, a punishment miraculously inflicted by St. David. He

was stuck for three days and three nights until God decided he should be unstuck. We gave St.
David’s a wide birth lest we too should fall under the spell of its adhesivity and miss the train home.
A most pleasant run through the countryside and along the magnificent River Usk brought us into
Abergavenny and the castle. The scene of the “Abergavenny Massacre” Gerald chose not to go into
detail “lest (the story) serves to encourage other equally infamous men”. This was referring to the
incident of 1175, where William de Braose invited Welsh nobleman, including his own son, Geoffrey,
over for Christmas. But instead of feast, festivity and Christmas crackers, he murdered them all to
avenge the death of his wife’s brother.

The End!

We repaired to the car park and a final hot drink and Jaffa cake courtesy once again of the support
vehicle in preparation of our journeys home, some by train, some by car. It had been a great
weekend; we had covered 95 miles of wonderfully undulating countryside in fine cycling conditions.
We climbed 7136 feet, an average moving speed of 12.1 mph and burnt 5882 calories (32 pints of
fine ale worth!). Along the way learnt of and engaged in fascinating historical and philosophical
banter and discussion. We had tasted fine local foods and ales, and most importantly, proven
ourselves indeed to be bustling, energetic, fearless and magnificent cyclists.
And as for Gerald himself, a nomination will surely be presented to the Committee of the Clifton
Antiquarian Club that he shall be our patron. Plans are afoot for another journey following the
adventures of this fine historic character.

Finally, appreciation must be expressed to:
The Clifton Antiquarian Club Velocipeds – Donovan Hawley, Graham Pollard, Gareth Williams and
Tim Illston, who all embarked on this ridiculous excursion with such enthusiasm and without
complaint (out load at least).
The support team: Ellie, Maddie, Pete, Martine
The wonderful staff at the Old Black Lion in Hay on Wye.
Mrs Sarah Swann, who made a number of impromptu car journeys into Wales in support of the
organisation of this trip.

